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Abstract

In this paper we propose a novel approach to measure risks, when the

data available are expressed in an ordinal scale.

As a result we obtain a new index of risk bounded between 0 and 1, that

leads to a risk ordering that is consistent with a stochastic dominance

approach.

The proposed measure, being non parametric, can be applied to a wide

range of problems, where data are ordinal and where a point estimate of

risk is needed. We also provide a method to calculate confidence intervals

for the proposed risk measure, in a Bayesian non parametric framework.

In order to evaluate the actual performance of what we propose, we anal-

yse a database provided by a telecommunication company, with the final

aim of measuring operational risks, starting from a self-assessment ques-

tionnaire.
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1 Introduction

The guidelines proposed by the Basel Committee on Banking

Supervision for the banking sector (known as Basel 2) encour-

age banking institutions to use mathematical and statistical ap-

proaches for the computation of their capital charge covering

operational risk.

On the other hand, non financial institutions are motivated to

measure operational risk by the need of having under control

the quality of their processes. In this framework operational

risk measurement should be seen as a preventive diagnostics

aimed at prioritising interventions and triggering actions.

Operational risk is usually classified in event types, according to

the type of risk involved; and in business lines according to the

sector of area of the company that is mostly affected by the risk

events. In order to measure the operational risk, for each busi-

ness lines and for a given class of event types, the standard ap-

proach is to derive the severity and the frequency distributions

of the random losses associated with that risk, and to integrate

them through a Monte Carlo simulation. The most employed

approach to operational risk modelling has been developed for

financial institutions and considers a quantitative approach to
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calculate the Value at Risk and derive the total economic capi-

tal required to protect an institution against possible losses (see

e.g. Cruz, 2002, Alexander 2003, Giudici et al., 2009).

However, when data are available only at the ordinal scale, as

it is common for non financial companies, a pure quantitative

approach is not possible. In this paper we show that operational

risk measurement is possible also in this case, using an ordinal

approach. Related approaches can be found in the literature on

customer satisfaction, for which we refer the reader to Cerchiello

et al., 2010, and the references therein. The neasure we propose

here is novel, and novel is the application of ordinal measures

to operational risk. Of course, results from ordinal modelling of

operational risk will have to be interpreted accordingly: as pri-

ority of intervention indicators, rather than measures of capital

to be allocated. This is the main contribution of our paper, and

its main novelty.

More precisely, we propose a novel methodology to measure op-

erational losses, starting from ordinal loss random variables. As

a result we obtain an ordinal measure of risk which respects

stochastic dominance ordering.

Empirical evidences of the performance of what proposed are

given on a real data set, that concerns the measurement of op-

erational risk management for a telecommunication company.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the re-

quirements and the theoretical background of our methodology
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and Section 3 reports the empirical evidences obtained. Finally,

Section 4 contains some conclusion remarks.

2 Proposal

In this section we present a general framework to measure risks,

on the basis of ordinal variables. The framework will be pre-

sented, without loss of generality, with reference to operational

risks.

Operational data for risk measurement are typically summarised

in a matrix composed of I event types (the columns of the ma-

trix) and J business lines (the rows of the matrix).

Let Eij be a risk event, in the i-th event type (i = 1, . . . , I) and

in the j-th business line (j = 1, . . . , J). For each combination of

event type and business line, we have two different measures

of risk: the frequency (how many risk events have appeared in

that combination) and the severity (the mean loss of the events

in that combination).

In the Basel 2 framework the severity is continuous random vari-

able, while in the context of non financial companies the sever-

ity is generally expressed in an ordinal scale, characterised by

S distinct levels ordered according to the corresponding mag-

nitude (for example S=3, with H=high severity; M=medium

severity and L=low severity). In this context, in order to sum-

marise the frequency and the severity in a location measure, we
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may structure a loss contingency table, which counts, for each

event type - business line and a given severity level, the absolute

frequency. More formally, let nH11 be the number of times for

which the first event type in the first business lines appears with

high severity; nM11 the number of times for which the first event

type appears in the first business line with medium severity and

nL11 the number of times for which the first event appears in the

first business line with low severity. In general, let nHij, nMij

and nLij be the number of times for which high, medium or low

severity occur for the event type i = 1, . . . , I in the j = 1, . . . , J

business line.

The above counts can be represented in a contingency table

composed of J rows, representing the business lines (BL1, . . . , BLJ)

and I×S columns, equivalent to the number of event types mul-

tiplied by the levels of severity S under analysis (in our running

example three: high=H, medium=M and low=L). Each cell in

Table 1 contains the frequency of a combination of business line

(row) and event type*severity level (column). RM and CM are

the marginal distributions and the sum across each of them is

equal to N , which represents the total number of risk events

observed.

The location measure we propose is based on the cumulative dis-

tribution function of each cell variable in the loss contingency

table. The latter can be calculated from each relative frequency

phij = nhij/N . Let Fhij be the cumulative distribution function
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calculated in each cell of the loss contingency table.

On the basis of data structured as in Table 1, we propose to

estimate the operational risk in each business line / event type

combination through a Stochastic Dominance Index (SDI) mea-

sure which is defined as follows:

SDIij =

S∑

h=1

Fhij

S
=

S∑

h=1

h∑

l=1

plij , (1)

for i = 1, . . . , I , j = 1, . . . , J and Fhij for h = 1, . . . ,K are the cumu-

lative frequencies of each event type / business line combination.

The SDIij is a novel proposal, in the context of risk assessment;

it has been used in the context of customer satisfaction (see Cer-

chiello et al., 2010, and the references therein) and it appears a

good approach when risk data are expressed in an ordinal scale.

Note that SDIij = 0 when the risk event never appears; and

SDIij = 1 when the risk event is concentrated only on values

with highest severity.

Furthermore, it is easy to show that SDIij is bounded between 0

and 1. On the basis of the well known properties of the cumula-

tive distribution function, the proposed index could be employed

to compare events of interest and business lines, producing an

ordering among risks. These results may be very useful for the

data owner, to prioritise interventions, also in terms of improve-

ment of the related process controls.

Furthermore, since our index is based on the cumulative distri-

bution function, we are able to introduce an ordering criteria

through the stochastic dominance approaches for ordinal vari-
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ables, thus generating an order of preference on the set of I × J

distribution functions involved in the analysis (see e.g. Kaur et

al., 1994 and Shaked et al., 1994).

Stochastic dominance approaches are a good solution to com-

pare the ordinal loss distribution looking at all loss distributions

arising from the combinations between business lines and event

types. In this way the decision maker can compare operational

risks and prioritise interventions. We also remark that compar-

ing loss distributions in terms of stochastic dominance is a good

approach to take into account the whole distributions and not

only particular location measures or quantiles, as done in stan-

dard approaches.

A further practical advantage of the introduced measure is that

it can be used to combine risk measures in a simple way that,

besides, may preserve stochastic dominance.

For example, in order to aggregate event type risks over different

business lines, we can use the following equation, that expresses

the overall business line risk as a geometric mean of the mea-

sure of risk associated with each event type in that business line:

SDIj = (

I∏

i=1

SDIij)
1/I . (2)

Similarly, in order to aggregate business line over different event

type risks , we can use the following equation, that expresses

the overall event type risk as a geometric mean of the measure

of risk associated with each business line in that event type risk:
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SDIi = (

J∏

j=1

SDIij)
1/J . (3)

The above expressions show that risks over different units may

be assumed to interact in a multiplicative way, being the units of

an integrated system. Jean (1980) has shown that the geometric

mean is a necessary condition to preserve stochastic dominance

ranking when aggregating distribution functions. This because

the geometric mean can be expressed as an arithmetic mean of

logarithms and, since the logarithmic function is monotone, the

corresponding geometric means are ordered. We remark that it

is not true, in general, that the geometric mean is a sufficient

condition to preserve stochastic dominance ranking.

However, there may be some specific distributions where a

geometric mean ranking is not only necessary, but also sufficient

to preserve stochastic dominance ranking, see for example Levy

(1973) and Jean (1984).

The geometric mean has also a number of practical motiva-

tions. For example, many risk management problems require

to combine multiplicatively the different components of risk; in

operational risk the distribution of a financial loss is obtained

multipling the frequency distribution with the severity distribu-

tion.

The relationship between the geometric mean and the stochastic

dominance framework is central to provide a simple and math-
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ematically coherent approach to the construction of effective

operational risk measures.

Specifically, it can be demonstrated that the logarithm of the ge-

ometric mean is a coherent measure of risk (see e.g. Landenna,

1994 and Artzner et al. 1999).

So far we have discussed a methodology to derive a point esti-

mate of the expected risk, through the SDI measure. As in risk

management we are typically interested in percentile values, it is

of interest to derive confidence interval risk measures for ordinal

variables. One possible approach is to derive a Bayesian distri-

bution for the SDI measures assuming that the I × J observed

frequencies phij, h = 1, . . . , S independently follow a Multinomial

Distribution with prior parameter θij = θhij , h = 1, . . . , S and

that θij follows a Dirichlet prior distribution with prior param-

eters αij = αhji, h = 1, . . . , S. From standard prior to posterior

analysis (see e.g. Bernardo and Smith, 1994), we know that

the posterior distribution of θij is a Dirichlet with parameters

α∗

ij = αhji + nhij h = 1, . . . , S, from which confidence intervals on

SDI can be derived approximately by means of Markov Chain

Monte Carlo simulations (Robert and Casella, 2004). In the

next Section we exemplify, by means of a practical application,

how our proposed ordinal risk measure and the related confi-

dence interval can be used and integrated in a complex problem

of risk management, that involves the objective of ordering op-

erational risk.
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3 Application

This section describes the application of the proposed method-

ology to real data provided by Tadiran Telecom. Tadiran is

a telecommunication company that installs telephone exchange

systems (called Private Branch eXchange: PBX) and offers post-

installation technical assistance for upgrading and problem res-

olution in hardware, software, interface, network communica-

tions, security. The service is offered to a wide range of cus-

tomers/enterprises grouped in several business lines. The main

objective is to estimate, for each business line and for each prob-

lem (event type) a measure of risk. The data set we use here

is composed of observations on 1126 PBX systems. The data is

collected by the Tadiran call centre and remote diagnostic ca-

pabilities embedded in the PBXs. A customer from a specific

business line (i.e. Banking, Health, Defence, Cooperative etc)

calls Tadiran to signal problems about hardware (H), software

(ST), interface (I), network communications (NC) or security

(S). The call centre operator inputs to the system a reference to

the call listing the PBX number and the level of severity of the

problem as reported by the customer (High, Medium, Low).

The structure of the collected data is a data base with problem

reports listed by PBX. For each event type, the operator enters a

level of severity (Low, Medium, High). A single customer could

report more then one event in a time window. For example, a

customer in the banking business line called Tadiran three times
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to report event type problems of hardware (severity=L), soft-

ware (severity=M), interface (severity=L). Another customer

in the same banking business line called Tadiran four times only

to report event type problems of hardware (severity=H). Our

database correspondingly updates the banking business line as

follows: one more frequency count to the software event type,

level Medium; one more frequency count to the interface event

type, level Low and four more frequency counts for the hard-

ware event type: one with level Low and four with level High.

A similar classification can be repeated for all the 1126 observed

reported PBX, leading to a complete cross classification of the

risk events in seven business lines, five event types and three

severity levels. On the basis of this cross classification we can

calculate the corresponding 7 × 5 summary SDI measures ac-

cording to equation (1). Such calculation is reported in Table

1.

Table 1 about here

On the basis of the results summarised in Table 1, it can be

easily seen that the hardware event type is very important for

the business lines Hotel, Industry and Banking; the software

event type for Banking, and Cooperatives; the network commu-

nication event type is overall a problem common to the business

lines considered; the interface event type is not a problem only

for Defence.

An important advantage of the proposed SDI measure is that
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it can be easily aggregated over different dimensions, such as

business lines and event types. To reach this objective, the ge-

ometric mean of different SDI measures, can be applied.

In Table 2 we have reported the results obtained applying the

geometric mean on the SDI measures obtained in Table 2 thus

obtaining an overall SDI measure of risk for each Business Line.

Table 2 about here

On the basis of Table 2 we can underline that Hotels is the

Business Line with higher risk followed by Health, Industry and

Banking. On the basis of the results reported in Table 1 we

are not able to give a relative confidence interval for the SDI

measure. In order to obtain confidence intervals for the SDI

measure we have followed the Bayesian approach described in

the previous section. In order to choose αhij since the a priori

knowledge for the data at hand is poor we have decided to use

a uniform distribution, setting αhij = 1. In addition, we have

performed sensitivity analysis, with alternative prior specifica-

tions, and the results do not substantially change. With the

software R we have written a function which generates a sam-

ple from the posterior distribution of a multinomial likelihood

with a Dirichlet prior. In order to obtain the posterior sample,

and of course the posterior distribution of the SDI, we have im-

plemented Gibbs Sampling MCMC algorithm with a number of

iterations equal to 10000. The results are in Table 3. Table 3

reports, for the banking business line and all five event types,
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the SDI value obtained using the Bayesian estimate.

Table 3 about here

We remark that in the Bayesian approach using the SDI and the

relative confidence interval we are able to underline in a more

clear way the uncertainty about the punctual estimation of the

SDI for each business line and event type. More precisely, the

length of the Bayesian confidence interval, provide us a measure

of reliability: if the confidence interval is small, it means that

almost surely the punctual estimation made on the basis of the

data at hand is precise. From Table 3, for example, we derive

that the largest confidence interval are for the event type Hard-

ware in the Business Lines Computers and Defence and for the

event type Interface in the Business Line Defence. The outcome

of this analysis, provides to the data owner a clear picture to

prioritise intervention on specific business lines and event types.

We remark that our approach is rather general and it works well

also in different area of application where the data are expressed

in an ordinal scale as in self assessment questionnaire or with

customer satisfaction data. In terms of computational aspects,

our approach is easy to be implemented both in the classical

and in the Bayesian framework.
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Business Line H SW NC I S

Banking 0.86 0.76 0.69 0.96 0.72

Computers 0.00 0.67 0.68 1.00 0.71

Cooperatives 0.73 0.74 0.69 1.00 0.75

Defence 0.00 0.67 0.67 0.00 0.83

Health 0.83 0.72 0.72 1.00 0.82

Hotels 1.00 0.73 0.72 1.00 0.85

Industry 1.00 0.67 0.68 1.00 0.69

Table 1: SDI measure for business lines and event types

Business Line SDI Overall

Banking 0.79

Computers 0.13

Cooperatives 0.77

Defence 0.02

Health 0.81

Hotels 0.85

Industry 0.79

Table 2: Overall SDI measure for each business line
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Business Line H SW NC I S

Banking 0.67-0.93 0.71-0.79 0.66-0.72 0.73-0.97 0.67-0.75

Computers 0.40-0.92 0.57-0.75 0.63-0.72 0.60-0.97 0.59-0.79

Cooperatives 0.5-0.89 0.68-0.78 0.66-0.72 0.55-0.96 0.67-0.81

Defence 0.4-0.92 0.57-0.75 0.58-0.74 0.4-0.93 0.65-0.9

Health 0.68-0.91 0.68-0.75 0.68-0.75 0.83-0.99 0.74-0.86

Hotels 0.55-0.96 0.64-0.79 0.63-0.75 0.65-0.97 0.68-0.90

Industry 0.49-0.95 0.64-0.69 0.66-0.70 0.55-0.96 0.64-0.73

Table 3: Bayesian Confidence Interval for the SDI measure in each business line

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a novel measure of risk (SDI),

valid when loss data are expressed in an ordinal scale, based on

the cumulative distribution function of the frequencies at differ-

ent severity levels. The proposed measure is coherent measure of

risk, which preserves stochastic dominance ordering and, being

non parametric, it can be applied to a wide range of problems.

A further aspect of our proposal, is that it allows to integrate

different measures of risk (over different business lines/event

types) through their geometric mean: Monte Carlo computa-

tions are not necessary, in order to merge the statistical random

variables involved, as in the standard quantitative approach.

In the paper we have also provided a method to derive confi-

dence intervals for the proposed SDI measure using Bayesian
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theory and MCMC computations. The proposed methods have

been applied on a real operational risk data base that concerns a

telecom company. The obtained empirical evidences shows that

our proposal may be an effective statistical method, aimed at

prioritise interventions on the control system, so to effectively

reduce the impact of risks, ex ante rather than a posteriori, as

done by allocating capital in the standard quantitative approach.
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